New Baby

- King Baby by Kate Beaton (J P BEATON)
- Big Brothers Don’t Take Naps by Louise Borden (J P BORDEN)
- Monkey: not ready for the baby (J P BROWN)
- There’s going to be a baby by John Burningham (J P BURMINGHAM)
- No More Kissing! by Emma Chichester Clark (J P CHICHESTER)
- The new small person by Lauren Child (J P CHILD)
- But I wanted a baby brother! By Katie Feiffer (J P FEIFFER)
- The Boss Baby by Marla Frazee (J P FRAZEE)
- Julius, the baby of the world by Kevin Henkes (J P HENKES)
- Peter’s Chair by Ezra Jack Keats (J P KEATS)
- How to be a baby-- by me, the big sister by Sally Lloyd-Jones (J P LLOYD-JONES)
- Bittle by Patricia MacLachlan (J P MACLACHLAN)
- Bye-bye, Baby! by Richard T Morris (J P MORRIS)
- Just Like Me by Marjorie Newman (J P NEWMAN)
- We are Brothers, We are Friends by Alexandra Penford (J P PENFORD)
- The Perfect by Yelena Romanova (J P ROMANOVA)
- Olive Marshmallow by Katie Saunders (J P SAUNDERS)
- Kid Amazing vs. the Blob by Josh Schneider (J P SCHNEIDER)
- Benny and Beautiful Baby Delilah (J P VAN LEEUWEN)
- Baby’s First Year by Rick Walton (J P WALTON)
- Sophie Peterman Tells the Truth by Sarah Weeks (J P WEEKS)
- Hello in there! : a big sister’s book of waiting by Jo Witek (J P WITEK)
- The Baby Tree by Sophie Blackall (J P BLACKHALL)

Includes simple factual description for very young children

- Babies Don’t Eat Pizza by Dianne Danzig (J 649.102 DAN)
- Ready, Set... Baby: a kids know book by Elizabeth Rusch (J 306.87 RUS)

Board Books
- You’re Getting a Baby sister by Shelia Sweeny Higginson (J BB HIGGINSON)

From the Parent Shelf
- Hello baby! by Lizzy Rockwell (PS J P ROCKWELL)
- The New Baby by Ann Civardi (PS J P CIVARDI)
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